
A century before the term “crossover” became a buzzword in 
popular culture, Edgar Rice Burroughs created the fi rst expansive, 
fully cohesive literary universe. Coexisting in this vast cosmos was 
a pantheon of immortal heroes and heroines—Tarzan of the Apes™, 
Jane Porter®, John Carter®, Dejah Th oris®, Carson Napier™, and 
David Innes™ being only the best known among them. In 
Burroughs’ 80-plus novels, their epic adventures transported them 
to the strange and exotic worlds of Barsoom®, Amtor™, Pellucidar®, 
Caspak™, and Va-nah™, as well as the lost civilizations of Earth 
and even realms beyond the farthest star. Now the Edgar Rice 
Burroughs Universe expands in an all-new series of canonical 
novels written by today’s talented authors!
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Th e Edgar Rice Burroughs Universe is the interconnected and 
cohesive literary cosmos created by the Master of Adventure and 
continued in new canonical works authorized by Edgar Rice 
Burroughs, Inc., the corporation based in Tarzana, California, that 
was founded by Burroughs in 1923. Unravel the mysteries and 
explore the wonders of the Edgar Rice Burroughs Universe alongside 
the pantheon of heroes and heroines that inhabit it in both classic 
tales of adventure penned by Burroughs and brand-new epics from 
today’s talented authors.
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When a mysterious force catapults inventors Jason Gridley and Victory 
Harben from their home in Pellucidar, separating them from each other 
and fl inging them across space and time, they embark on a grand tour 
of strange, wondrous worlds. As their search for one another leads them 
to the realms of Amtor, Barsoom, and other worlds even more distant 
and outlandish, Jason and Victory will meet heroes and heroines of 
unparalleled courage and ability: Carson Napier, Tarzan, John Carter, 
and more. With the help of their intrepid allies, Jason and Victory will 
uncover a plot both insidious and unthinkable—one that threatens to 
tear apart the very fabric of the universe… 
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QUANTUM INTERLUDE
Where Angels Fear...

Ruins of the Mahar city of Mintra, Pellucidar, circa 1950

T he young man stood irresolutely in the cave opening, the 
perpetual noonday sun of the hollow world at the Earth’s core 
hot against his back.

“Jason!” cried a querulous voice from the shadowed interior. 
“Jason Gridley! Why are you dawdling there in the doorway when 
I need you in here?”

He ducked through the opening and stood blinking across the 
dim chamber at the little old man hunched over a table piled high 
with strange instruments.

“Abner?”
“Yes, yes, come here.” The old man turned his face up to squint 

at him in the flickering light of half a dozen haphazardly placed 
candles. “But, hold on. You’re not—”

“No, Abner, I’m not Jason. My father’s gone missing, don’t you 
remember? That’s why we’re here.”

“I do beg your pardon, my boy. Of course, I remember. I haven’t 
lost all of my marbles quite yet, you know. It’s only this blasted 
candlelight. My eyes are accustomed to proper electric illumination, 
as we now enjoy back in civilized Sari, and for a moment you looked 
just like . . .” Abner Perry cocked his head to one side. “You’ve shaved 
off that ridiculous beard of yours, haven’t you? Are you deliberately 
trying to deceive me?”

Janson Gridley, son of Jason and of Jana, the Red Flower of 
Zoram, rubbed self-consciously at his smooth chin. “No, sir,” he 
said. “I just thought that, well, Victory seemed to prefer—”

“No need to explain, lad,” Perry said in softer tones. “And have 
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no fear. We will find your father and young Victory ere long.” He 
pointed to a small, boxy machine in the center of the jumble of 
equipment. “In point of fact, I have been receiving some very odd 
signals through the Gridley Wave for the past while. Nothing intel-
ligible as yet, but I feel certain I have heard snatches of human 
speech. It’s very promising!”

He hopped to his feet and wandered around the cluttered room, 
peering here and there in frustration through the dim light. “Now 
where have my ether plates disappeared to? Do sit down, Janson.” 
He motioned the young man to take his place at the table. “I must 
go to the supply tent and I do not wish to leave the apparatus 
unattended. I shan’t be a moment.”

The young man slumped into the chair with a sigh as the old 
inventor hastened from the room.

He was staring aimlessly at the collection of tubes and tangled 
wires, his thoughts far from the little cave, when the transceiver 
burst into life with a swell of hissing static.

“Hello?” came a distant voice. “Can anyone hear . . .” The static 
rose again and washed away the rest of the utterance.

Janson leaned forward in excitement, his hand fumbling for the 
microphone through the chaos of the table top. Distant or not, he 
knew that voice!

“Victory? Victory, is that you? It’s me—it’s Janson! Where are you?”
“. . . barely hear you,” came the hissing reply. “Did you say 

Janson? Janson, you have to listen to me. I’ve figured it out! There 
are worlds upon worlds, Janson—ours is not the only universe! You 
have to tell Abner . . .” Another wave of the weird interference 
washed over the urgent voice. Janson held his breath, bending low 
over the transceiver. Thirty seconds later the voice returned amid 
choppy waves of static: “There is a field surrounding . . . when 
traveling between the outer crust and . . . aurora effect at the North 
Pole . . . guessing the iron mole also passed through a . . . incredible 
to believe, I know . . . multiple realities!” The static rose in intensity 
once more, then abruptly the device fell silent.

“Victory!” Janson was clutching the microphone so tightly that 
his fingers ached. “Are you with my father? Tell me how to find you!”
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A few seconds later the faint voice was back, borne on hissing 
waves and even weaker now: “Abner will know . . . follow the 
signal . . . .” Silence.

“Victory!”
“Come, come! What is all the commotion, my boy?” Perry came 

bustling back into the chamber, thin arms laden with metal instru-
ments. “Talking to oneself is a sign of failing intelligence, you know.”

“Abner!” cried Janson, leaping up from the table. “It was Victory! 
We spoke with each other, but only for a minute or two.”

“Victory, you say?” The old man looked about in confusion before 
his eyes alighted on the Gridley Wave set. “I see! Well, what did she 
have to say for herself, lad?”

Janson repeated Victory’s words as faithfully as he could recall 
them. “Unfortunately,” he concluded, “the rest was lost to some kind 
of fluctuating interference.”

“Oho.” Perry dropped into the seat, already deep in thought. “But 
that’s marvelous. Gad! That’s just what we needed to know. Don’t you 
see?” He peered up at the young man’s puzzled face. “Why, I’m 
disappointed in you, Jason.”

“It’s Janson.”
Perry clucked his tongue dismissively. “It’s this preoccupation with 

minutiae that prevents you from seeing the big picture.” He tuned a 
dial on the Gridley Wave set and examined an adjoining meter, then 
nodded with satisfaction as the needle came to rest at a particular tick 
mark. “As I was saying, a simple carrier wave modulated with the 
original frequency should do the trick.”

Janson’s face lit up. “You mean we can find out where she is?”
“Well, of course. Isn’t that what I just said?” He cast about among 

the pieces of apparatus he had dumped onto the already crowded 
table. “Here, assist me in calibrating this theodolite.” He made a few 
measurements, then pulled a book of star charts from the outer world 
from a shelf beneath the table, and began riffling through the pages. 
“Ah, here we are. The coordinates of origin are in the direction of 
NGC 7006.”

“NGC?” Janson repeated. “A globular cluster?”
“Quite so, my boy.”
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Janson’s heart sank. “Abner, how on earth—or in it—do we bring 
her back from the other side of the galaxy?”

The old man shrugged his thin shoulders. “I have no idea. Oh, 
don’t look so crestfallen, Anson. We can always dispatch someone to 
visit her.”

“Visit her? How?”
“I have been speaking over the wireless with young Moritz about 

his ideas of energy-matter transmission. It strikes me that his theories 
are not incompatible with what we found on this ancient Mahar 
tablet.” He gestured to a corner of gray stone peeking out from beneath 
the pile of instrumentation. “The difference being that the Mahars 
evidently knew how to put into practice what remains a mere pipe 
dream to Moritz. I’ll have to work out the mathematics, of course, 
and construct the appropriate mechanism, and then we should be up 
and running.”

Janson at once appointed himself the old inventor’s assistant, 
remaining faithfully by his side as Perry alternately prayed to the 
Almighty for the success of their work and swore at the equipment 
with such an inspired and profane facility that the younger man was 
left in awe. They made an unusual pair, Perry clad in the khaki jacket, 
breeches, and stout shoes he favored, while Janson dealt more practically 
with the heat of Pellucidar’s everlasting day in his loincloth of antelope 
fur and a pair of rough sandals fashioned from the hide of the 
rhinoceros-like sadok.

Time beneath the stationary sun of the inner world is a subjective 
prospect and Janson had no idea how long the project took. He only 
knew that he had practically reached the end of his patience by the 
time Perry finally leaned back from his table with a sigh of satisfaction 
and announced that his work was complete.

“Now it should be a simple matter of converting a living being 
into energy and effecting its transmission along the carrier wave.” The 
old man’s face turned thoughtful. “It will likely be a one-way trip for 
our voyager, however, and I daresay we shall have great difficulty locat-
ing someone either courageous or foolhardy enough to volunteer . . .”

But Janson was grinning broadly. “Oh, that’s where you’re wrong, 
Abner.”



Th e Swords of Eternity super-arc concludes in
Victory Harben: Fires of Halos

by Christopher Paul Carey



Geary Gravel is the author of the Philip K. Dick Award fi nalist 
Th e Alchemists, as well as the novels Th e Pathfi nders, A Key for the 
Nonesuch, and Return of the Breakneck Boys. He has also written 
several novelizations, including Hook, based on the Steven Spielberg 
fi lm, and Batman: Mask of the Phantasm, based on the animated 
movie. He lives in western Massachusetts, where he worked for 
decades as a Sign Language Interpreter for the Deaf.
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Ann Tonsor Zeddies fi rst encountered the ERB Universe as a child, 
when an old professor who lived down the street allowed her to choose 
a volume from his shelves. She chose Tarzan of the Apes. Later, she 
read the adventures of John Carter aloud to her young son. She is the 
author of six science fi ction novels, two of which were Philip K. Dick 
Award nominees. Her short fi ction includes stories in Th e Ultimate 
Silver Surfer and Magic in the Mirrorstone. She lives in Michigan with 
her husband, near the shores of an inland sea.
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The creator of the immortal characters Tarzan of the Apes and 
John Carter of Mars, Edgar Rice Burroughs is one of the world’s 
most popular authors. Mr. Burroughs’ timeless tales of heroes and 
heroines transport readers from the jungles of Africa and the dead 
sea bottoms of Barsoom to the miles-high forests of Amtor and 
the savage inner world of Pellucidar, and even to alien civilizations 
beyond the farthest star. Mr. Burroughs’ books are estimated to 
have sold hundreds of millions of copies, and they have spawned 
60 films and 250 television episodes.
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A b o u t  E d g a r  R i c e  B u r r o u g h s ,  I n c .
Founded in 1923 by Edgar Rice Burroughs, one of the fi rst authors 
to incorporate himself, Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc., holds 
numerous trademarks and the rights to all literary works of the 
author still protected by copyright, including stories of Tarzan of 
the Apes and John Carter of Mars. Th e company oversees authorized 
adaptations of his literary works in fi lm, television, radio, publishing, 
theatrical stage productions, licensing, and merchandising. Edgar 
Rice Burroughs, Inc., continues to manage and license the vast 
archive of Mr. Burroughs’ literary works, fi ctional characters, and 
corresponding artworks that has grown for over a century. Th e 
company is still owned by the Burroughs family and remains 
headquartered in Tarzana, California, the town named after the 
Tarzana Ranch Mr. Burroughs purchased there in 1919 that led to 
the town’s future development.

In 2015, under the leadership of President James Sullos, the 
company relaunched its publishing division, which was founded 
by Mr. Burroughs in 1931. With the publication of new authorized 
editions of Mr. Burroughs’ works and brand-new novels and stories 
by today’s talented authors, the company continues its long tradition 
of bringing tales of wonder and imagination featuring the Master 
of Adventure’s many iconic characters and exotic worlds to an eager 
reading public.

Visit EdgarRiceBurroughs.com for more information.




















